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We understand that the world is changing at a rapid pace, and in-person initiations may no longer meet your chapter’s needs. KDP has you covered! Our KDP National Staff has worked to ensure that initiation is accessible for each of your candidates. Ensure they each have the memorable and meaningful initiation they deserve with these virtual options provided by KDP.

KDP Live Virtual Initiation: On the last Tuesday of each month, KDP National Staff members come together to initiate members over Zoom. This event is live and requires little preparation for your chapter. Simply have each initiate log into their MyKDP account [link the login page], and look under “My Engagement” to register for the ceremony that works best with your membership drive.

KDP Prerecorded Virtual Initiation: This prerecorded version of the initiation ceremony is particularly helpful for those who are unable to make it to your in-person ceremony, or one of the live virtual initiations hosted by KDP Staff. Distribute this to those who have already applied for membership to avoid any confusion on the proper steps for initiation.